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We report the design of a synthetically easy accessible axial chirality-inducing framework for a chromophore of choice. The scaffold consists of two basic para-phenylene-ethynylene backbones separated by laterally placed corner units. Substitution with an inherently achiral chromophore at the 2 and 5 positions of the central phenylene excitonically couples the chromophore associated transition and thereby results in chiroptical properties. Using 6-methoxynaphthalene as a model chromophore, we present the synthesis, structural analysis and spectroscopic investigation of the framework. The chiral framework was synthesized in three straightforward synthetic steps and fully characterized. The obtained racemic compounds were resolved using HPLC and assignment of the absolute configuration was performed using the exciton chirality method, crystallography and DFT calculations. This simple yet potent framework might prove useful to enrich the structural diversity of chiral materials.

Introduction

Chiral chromophores belong to a group of molecules that have caught the attention of chemists for years. Combining spectroscopic properties of chromophores (e.g., absorption and luminescence) with chirality induces remarkable properties such as circular dichroism (CD) and circularly polarized luminescence (CPL). The differential absorption (CD) and emission (CPL) of left- and right-handed circularly polarized light are quantum mechanical phenomena and materials bearing these features have found application in a wide range of fields. CD- and/or CPL-active materials are used for display technologies, structural gates. This way, powerful chromophores such as rylenes, porphyrins or other polyaromatic hydrocarbons, which are usually planar and therefore inherently achiral, can be assembled in chiral superstructures, and thereby gain chiroptical properties. Compared to higher ordered structures, single chiral molecules have some important advantages, such as higher solubility and easier synthetic access. Prominent examples thereof are chiral helicenes featuring exceptional chiroptics due to their distorted π-system. Although there are many contributions to induce chirality also into planar chromophores, these strategies require intense synthetic investigations and are usually not suitable for a large variety of chromophore types. Having a simple framework at hand that allows to fix an achiral chromophore in a chiral environment would provide chiroptical properties without requiring the formation of chiral superstructures. A few of such dedicated axially chiral frameworks have already been reported. For example, Nakashima and coworkers reported a chiral binaphthylene moiety that was substituted with two perylenebis-carboxydiimide (PDI). The resulting dimer is highly emissive and CPL-active, and although the emissive state stems from achiral chromophore, the model compounds demonstrates the power of chiral organization of achiral chromophores. Applying a similar strategy, the group of Siegel reported the synthesis and investigation of a dianimobiphenyl substituted with PDIs. The bichromophoric system shows strong CD and CPL activity induced by the chiral backbone and excitonically couples the chiroptonic transitions. Recently, an unprecedented structural design of a chiral molecule bearing an inherently achiral chromophore was reported. Using a simple substitution reaction, a chiral binaphthol (BINOL) was attached to an achiral boron...
dipyrromethene (BODIPY), by which the strong luminophore was enriched with chiroptical properties showing CPL levels similar to single molecules with much more complex structures.

Inspired by these simple yet powerful chirality inducing structural frameworks, we envisioned to complement the structural diversity of chiral chromophores by designing a much more rigid framework that allows bringing four chromophores in an optically stable chiral environment. In this work, we show the synthesis, structural analysis, chiral resolution and spectroscopic investigation of our framework design. Additionally, spectroscopic data are supported by density-functional theory (DFT) calculations.

Results & discussion

Design

The design concept is sketched in Fig. 1. Profiting from a simple rectangular scaffold, the four chromophores (red) are fixed in a chiral environment. Following along the yellow arrow of the illustration, the chromophores above the plane of the framework form a right-handed helix, and likewise do the chromophores below the plane. A pair of laterally placed corner units (brown wooden parts) separates the two opposed frameworks (metal bar with central wooden log) from each other and fixes the scaffold in its position. Rotation around the framework axis (metal bars) of one of the opposed sides would result in the achiral isomer depicted in Fig. 1b. If the chromophore of choice is of sufficient dimension, rotation around the framework axis is sterically hindered. The dimensionality of the chromophore not only rigidifies the entire architecture, it might even favor the formation of helical chiral species during macrocyclization. Note that the spatial distance between both pairs of cofacially arranged chromophores is larger in the chiral arrangement (Fig. 1a) compared with their achiral parallel arrangement (Fig. 1b). Choosing an adequate size of the chromophore and corner unit should inhibit rotation, and should render the entire tetra-chromophore architecture optically stable. Such a helical arrangement not only results in chiroptical properties from achiral chromophores, their spatial proximity combined with their nonparallel transition dipole moments (TDMs) might result in Davydov splittings of the associated transitions, which is particularly interesting for singlet fission.36–38

The molecular subunits considered to realize the intended concept are displayed in Fig. 2a. As rigid framework mounting two chromophores with an angle across the main axis a 2,5-substituted \( \textit{para} \)-phenylene–ethynylene (PE) was chosen. The 2 and 5 positions were substituted with the chromophore of choice. Beside the rigidity and the rotational degree of freedom along the main axis, the PE additionally provides electronic communication between both chromophores though the central \( \pi \)-system, a favorable feature which was reported to effectively enhance the CPL properties of axially chiral compounds.39 A 1,4-substituted cyclohexa-2,5-diene was identified as the optimal corner unit structure, as they are generally stable towards the intended reaction conditions, provide an ideal angle and have been shown to be applicable for a plethora of macrocyclization reactions. In order to introduce more flexibility into the system,
1,4-substituted cyclohexane was also considered as potential corner unit. Moreover, it precludes any through-bond communication between the two opposed PEs that might be present to some extent in the cyclohexadiene moieties due to homo-conjugation through the sp³-hybridized carbons. 6-Methoxynaphthalene was chosen as a model chromophore since the electronic configuration and optical properties of naphthalene have been studied intensively,⁴⁰,⁴¹ and its oblongness fulfills the dimensional criteria guaranteeing the structural integrity and thus also the optical stability of the resulting architecture. Furthermore, naphthalenes are prominent chromophores in excitationally coupled systems.⁴²⁻⁴⁴

Retrosynthesis

Retrosynthetically, the frameworks with either cyclohexa-2,5-diene or cyclohexane as corner units can be treated analogously. The elaborated retrosynthetic analysis is shown in Scheme 1. A first disconnection of the racemic dimeric macrocycles rac-1 or rac-2 relies on a twofold Sonogashira cross coupling of 3 or 4 after removal of the (triisopropyl)silyl (TIPS) protecting group. High-dilution conditions should minimize the oligo- and polymerization reactions associated with non-templated macrocyclization reactions and hence increase the obtained yield. Monomer 3 is conveniently disconnection to the literature known ethynylene substituted cyclohexa-2,5-diene ⁶⁵ bearing two orthogonal silyl alkyne protecting groups and 2,5-naphthyl substituted 1,4-dibromobenzene ⁵. Correspondingly, 4 can be divided into a suitably protected 1,4-ethynylene substituted cyclohexane ⁷ and ⁵. Corner unit ⁷ should be accessible by 1,2-carbonyl additions of the respective lithium acetylides on 1,4-cyclohexadiene, in an analogous manner to the reported synthesis of ⁶. In a final retrosynthetic step, ⁷ should be accessible by a classical Suzuki cross coupling between commercially available 1,4-diiodo-2,5-dibromobenzene and a suitable boronic acid derivative of the naphthalene building block.

Synthesis and characterization

The synthesis of both macrocyclic dimers, rac-1 and rac-2, is displayed in Scheme 2. It started with the commercially available 1,4-diiodo-2,5-dibromobenzene which underwent a twofold Suzuki coupling with 6-methoxy-2-naphthaleneboronic acid profiting from the reactivity difference between iodine and bromine. Employing a toluene/ethanol/water solvent mixture allowed the isolation of the hardly soluble 2,5-naphthyl substituted 1,4-dibromobenzene ⁵ by a simple filtration of the reaction mixture and a subsequent washing step with acetone in ⁸⁰% yield. Corner unit ⁶ was prepared according to the reported procedures by successive 1,2-carbonyl additions of in situ prepared lithium trimethylsilylacetylide and lithium (triisopropylsilyl)acetylide on p-benzoquinone. Corner ⁸ was prepared accordingly from 1,4-cyclohexanedione and the respective organolithium species. In order to increase the ratio of the (Z)-isomer relative to the undesired (E)-isomer, a reported procedure by Itami and coworkers using CeCl₃ as Lewis-acid for the synthesis of similar structures was adapted.⁶⁶ The following protection of the alcohol moieties with methoxymethyl ether yielded ⁷ in ⁶% ⁵. With the corner units in hand, compound ⁵ then underwent a statistically controlled Sonogashira coupling with ⁷ or ⁶. Mono-reacted products ⁷ and ⁴ were isolated by flash column chromatography and then subjected to a macrocyclization at high dilution conditions (1 mM or ⁴ mM, respectively) to favor dimerization by a twofold Sonogashira coupling reaction to yield the PE dimers rac-1 and rac-2 in yields of ⁵% ⁴ and ¹⁷%, respectively. The isolation of the dimeric PEs rather than higher ordered macrocyclic structures was confirmed by high-resolution-mass-spectrometry (HR-MS), where the expected exact masses of 1171.4180 (m/z, [M + Na]⁺) for rac-1 and 1299.5195 (m/z, [M + Na]⁺) for rac-2 were detected.

The high symmetry of the isolated macrocycles became obvious in the respective ¹H-NMR spectra of rac-1 and rac-2, where for each of the naphthalenes only one set of signals was observed (see ESI†). Furthermore, the proton signals of the 1,4-cyclohexadiene in rac-1 displayed a signal splitting corroborating exclusively the formation of the desired chiral compound. As sketched in Fig. 3, in the case of the desired chiral macrocycle (left side of Fig. 3), the cyclohexadiene protons H₄ and H₅ are in a different chemical environment since H₄ is in closer proximity to the chromophore and H₅ further apart. Thus, a doublet of a doublet multiplicity (JHH and JHH) is observed for both H₄ and H₅.

Scheme 1  The retrosynthetic analysis of the target structures (P)-1 and (P)-2, which represent rac-1 and rac-2, respectively.
In contrast, if the macrocycle with the correct mass would be the achiral dimer (right side of Fig. 3), the symmetry of the molecule would differ and render each pair of protons above and below the framework plane chemically and magnetically identical and only a small $J_{HH}$ coupling constant would be expected. In case of the cyclohexane connected dimer rac-2, the same analysis by $^1$H-NMR is less suited due to the large broad signals observed, attributed to the diastereotopicity of the cyclohexane CH$_2$ protons. However, the formation of the desired chiral compound was confirmed in both cases by their solid state structures analyzed by X-ray diffraction experiments.

Single crystals suitable for X-ray analysis were obtained by top-layering a chloroform solution of either rac-1 or rac-2 with methanol. Both crystals belong to the $P1$ space group and were found to crystallize in a unit cell containing both enantiomers (M)-1 and (P)-1, or (M)-2 and (P)-2, respectively once (Fig. 4).

Analysis of the solid state structure of (P)-1 revealed a carbon–carbon distance of the directly opposed carbons in the central para-phenylene ring of 4.09 and 4.12 Å, showcasing a slight distortion of the framework. With an angle of 165.74°, the alkyne bonds show only a small deviation from a straight geometry. In the case of (P)-2, the four naphthalene chromophores are pointing
maxima of both macrocycles is less than twice the extinction value of the open precursors, we concluded that the chromophores of the opposed sides are excitonically coupled (vide infra). If the chromophores were non-interacting, one would expect a simple doubling of absorption intensities upon dimerization of 3 and 4. Additionally, while for rac-1 the redshift of the absorption spectra might possibly be explained by an increased conjugated system by homo-conjugation through the 1,4-cyclohexa-2,5-diene moiety, it is precluded in rac-2 due to the insulating cyclohexane unit, further supporting the hypothesis of an excitonically coupled system.

The open precursors 3 and 4, and their respective macrocycles rac-1 and rac-2 are fluorescent in solution as well as in solid state. The fluorescence is in both macrocycles redshifted, as compared to the precursors (Table 1 and Fig. 5). The bathochromic shift of the emission peak is attributed to the emission from the low-lying exciton coupled state, fulfilling Kasha’s rule.47

Separation of the racemic macrocycles into enantiomers was achieved by subjecting rac-1 and rac-2 to high-pressure-liquid-chromatography (HPLC) on a chiral stationary phase (see ESI† for more details). To our delight, the enantiomers of both macrocycles were separable using the same mobile phase and column, thus simplifying the search for conditions. The successful separation of the enantiomers was confirmed by the mirrored image of the CD spectra (Fig. 6). For macrocycle 1, the highest molar dichroism is observed at 297 nm (∆ε = 300 and −286 L mol⁻¹ cm⁻¹ for (M)-1 and (P)-1, respectively), while for 2 the molar dichroism is less intense and slightly hypsochromically shifted to 292 nm (∆ε = 187 and −214 L mol⁻¹ cm⁻¹ for (M)-2 and (P)-2, respectively). The macrocycles both feature an excitonic-coupled dichroism with a center around 310 nm, which was made use of for the assignment of the absolute configuration. Both obtained
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**Fig. 3** The segment of the ¹H NMR spectrum of rac-1 displaying the splitting of the 1,4-cyclohexadiene protons. The observed signal splitting correlates only with the structural features of the chiral macrocycle (left side), while only a small ¹J_{HH} coupling would be recorded for the achiral isomer (right side).

![Diagram of solid-state structures](image2)

**Fig. 4** Side and top view of the solid-state structures of rac-1 (a) and rac-2 (b) as ORTEP-plots. Exclusively the (P)-enantiomers of both compounds are displayed. The unit cell comprises both enantiomers. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity and to improve the visibility of the macrocyclic structure, the naphthalenes are omitted in both pictures on the right. Thermal ellipsoids are plotted on a 50% probability level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>λ&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt; [nm]</th>
<th>ε [L mol⁻¹ cm⁻¹]</th>
<th>λ&lt;sub&gt;em&lt;/sub&gt; (excitation) [nm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>81 202</td>
<td>403 (315)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rac-1</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>147 965</td>
<td>423 (340)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>73 064</td>
<td>389 (313)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rac-2</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>112 052</td>
<td>418 (322)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The UV-Vis spectra of the macrocyclic dimers rac-1 and rac-2 are displaying redshifts of the highest wavelength transition and generally a much stronger absorption for all the transitions, as compared to the open precursors 3 and 4. The absorption maxima of macrocycle rac-1 (λ<sub>max</sub>) at 272 nm has an extinction coefficient (ε) of 147 965 L mol⁻¹ cm⁻¹, whereas the one of 3 at 263 nm is with ε = 81 202 L mol⁻¹ cm⁻¹ smaller (see Table 1 for all values). Since the extinction coefficient of the absorption
frameworks are optically stable, as they show no evidence of racemization upon stirring at 110 °C (see ESI†).

Assignment of absolute configuration
The exciton chirality method (ECM) is convenient to determine the absolute configuration of multichromophoric systems by the analysis of a bisignate CD signal emerging due to excitonically coupled transitions.48,49 Similar chromophores in spatial proximity and chiral configuration usually bear non-parallel transition dipole moments, which leads to the so-called Davydov splitting, as often referred to in H- and J-aggregates.50 The splitting arises due to a head-to-head and head-to-tail type arrangement of the chromophores associated excitons, which comes hand in hand with an opposite sign of the rotational strength, thus leading to the bisignate CD signal. The signal is referred to a positive coupllet when the higher wavelength component is a positive CD signal and to a negative coupllet if the higher wavelength component is negative. As non-empirically determined, although with known exceptions,51 a positive coupllet arises when a clockwise orientation of the TDMs is present. Likewise, a negative coupllet occurs for counter-clockwise orientation.

Such couplings of oscillators were first discovered based on optical rotatory dispersion experiments and later in CD spectroscopy by Kuhn and co-workers.52,53 These findings led to the application of such couplings for the determination of absolute configuration of biaryl compounds already in the 1960s.54,55

Fig. 7a shows the established transition dipole moment orientation of unsubstituted naphthalene.40,42 The transition dipole moment that is involved in the exciton coupling in 1 and 2 is the \( \text{L}_{\text{b}} \) transition, as oftentimes referred to in H- and J-aggregates.50 The splitting arises due to a head-to-head and head-to-tail type arrangement of the chromophores associated excitons, which comes hand in hand with an opposite sign of the rotational strength, thus leading to the bisignate CD signal. The signal is referred to a positive coupllet when the higher wavelength component is a positive CD signal and to a negative coupllet if the higher wavelength component is negative. As non-empirically determined, although with known exceptions,51 a positive coupllet arises when a clockwise orientation of the TDMs is present. Likewise, a negative coupllet occurs for counter-clockwise orientation.
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(P)-enantiomer, thus according to the theory results in a positive exciton couplet. Applying this exciton chirality rule to the CD spectra in Fig. 6 leads to the assignment of the blue line of the CD spectra to the (M)-enantiomer and the red line to the (P)-enantiomer for both 1 and 2.

The assignment of the enantiomers was further supported by DFT calculations. With the crystal structure as starting point, first the molecular geometry was optimized at D3BJ-B3LYP/6-31g(d) level of theory followed by TD-DFT calculation at CAM-B3LYP/6-31g(d) level of theory (ESI†). In the case of 2, the methoxymethyl ether groups were replaced with methoxy in order to reduce the required calculation resources. The calculated CD spectra nicely coincides with the experimental data (Fig. 8), and also predicts the positive CD couplet for both (P)-enantiomers. Analysis of the natural transition orbitals (see ESI†) involved in the transitions of the bisignate signals indeed show that they are located on the naphthalene chromophore, supporting the assignment by the ECM.

Although weakly diffracting, single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction measurements were obtained for the (M)-enantiomer of 1 by top-layering a chloroform solution of the first eluting peak on the HPLC with methanol, confirming the assignment of the enantiomers obtained by ECM and DFT calculations (see ESI†). Although single crystals were grown also for (P)-1/2 and (M)-2, they were too small and too weakly diffracting and thus not suitable for proper analysis, despite several attempts.

**Conclusion**

In summary, a scaffold consisting of two para-phenylene-ethynylene frameworks rigidified by laterally placed cyclohexa-2,5-diene or cyclohexane corner units is presented. The framework bears four mounting points for a chromophore of choice, which places them in an axially chiral configuration. The configuration is optically stable due to a hindered rotation around the framework axis when...
the chromophore is of large enough dimension. The arrangement of the chromophore excitonically couples its associated transitions, which might be useful in singlet fission applications. With 6-methoxynaphthalene as model chromophore, the axial chirality-inducing framework has been assembled in three steps. The frameworks were analyzed by mass spectrometry, NMR spectroscopy, UV-Vis and emission spectroscopy, and X-ray crystallography. NMR and X-ray analysis revealed the formation of the desired chiral configuration and chiral resolution was performed using HPLC with a chiral stationary phase. The obtained enantiopure scaffolds displayed intense molar dichroism with $\Delta c$ of up to 300 L mol$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$. Assignment of the absolute configuration was accomplished by the exciton chirality method and DFT calculations, and was corroborated by solid-state structure analysis. Using this simple chirality-inducing scaffold, inherently achiral chromophores can be arranged in a helical chiral manner and be enriched by chiroptical properties. We are currently exploring the potential of the approach for a variety of stable but achiral chromophores and also envision to analyze their CPL properties.
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